
E-5 Promotion Test

Name:_______________________________________                                  Date:___________________

1. List the tenth and eleventh general orders to the sentry.

a.

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

__

b.

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

___

2. What model drill rifle do we use?

3. What is the minimum number of cadets to qualify as a company?

4. What is the minimum number of cadets to qualify in a battalion?

5. What is the minimum number of cadets to qualify in a platoon?

6. What is the minimum number of cadets to qualify in a squad?

7.  What is the minimum number of cadets to qualify as a detail?

8. List all of the NJROTC Navy Enlisted ranks.

● E-1________________________
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● E-2________________________

● E-3________________________

● E-4________________________

● E-5________________________

● E-6________________________

● E-7________________________

● E-8________________________

● E-9________________________

9. List all of the NJROTC Navy Officer ranks.

● O-1_________________________

● O-2_________________________

● O-3_________________________

● O-4_________________________

● O-5_________________________

● O-6_________________________

● O-7_________________________

● O-8_________________________

● O-9_________________________

● O-10_________________________

10. How do you properly perform an about face?

11. What are the 3 principles of  leadership?
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- _________________________________

- _________________________________

- _________________________________

12. How do Managerial leaders complete tasks?

13. How do Charismatic leaders complete tasks?

14. Why is it important to demonstrate self discipline? Why is it important for subordinates to know

you as a disciplined leader?

15. Why is it important to set a good example as a leader?

16. What kind of behavior should a leader have towards their subordinates when directing their

authority?

17. Should a leader only delegate authority to their subordinates or should a leader work beside their

subordinates to accomplish the task at hand? why?
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18. How should a leader properly issue an order?

19. What kind of leadership position do you want to hold in the unit?

20. How should a column right be performed if you are in the first squad?


